The new EZ Sleeper with Twilight positioning technology features a modern, sleek design with a stylish track arm for ultimate comfort! Elevate and circulate in the PR761, the world's most advanced power positioning lift recliner. Golden's patented 5-motor system provides unique, rejuvenating positions along with power lumbar support and power headrest. Healthy benefits include being able to elevate the feet above the heart while experiencing a feeling of weightlessness. Twilight positions relieve pressure points and encourage proper posture by supporting the natural "S" shape of the spine.
## Model Number
PR761-MLA

### Sizes
- Medium/Large

### Weight Capacity
375 LBS

### Positioning
Infinite

### Twilight Technology
Yes

### Chaise Seat
Yes

### Pocketed Coil Seat
Yes

### Back Type
Seam

### Removable Back Option
No

### Head Rest Cover
No

### Arm Rest Covers
No

### Overall Width
34"

### Overall Height
46"

### Width Between Arms
22"

### Floor to Top of Seat
21"

### Seat Depth
21"

### Seat to Top of Back
30"

### Seat to Top of Arm
8"

### Distance Required from Wall Reclined
24"

### Extension Reclined from Back of Seat to End of Foot Rest
43"

### Warranty on Electrical parts
3 YR

### Warranty on Mechanical Labor
3 YR

### Warranty on Electrical Labor
1 YR

### Place of Origin
USA

---

### Smart Tek
Our luxurious lift and recline chairs are equipped with electronics to help assure a secure lift every time you need it.

### Battery Backup System
Batteries not included. Battery Backup System is designed to bring the chair from the reclined to the seated position in the event of a power outage.

---

### HEALTHY BENEFITS:
- Elevates Feet Above Heart
- Alleviates Pressure On Lungs
- Distributes Weight
- Relieves Pressure Points
- Encourages Proper Posture
- Supports Natural ‘S’ Shape of Spine
- Stylish New Track Arm Design
- Available in Luxurious Brisa Fabrics With Breathable Technology

---

### Motor #1
Adjusts back positioning

### Motor #2
Controls the footrest movement and the patented movement of the rising seat box

### Motor #3
Activates Twilight technology, a tilting movement that provides a weightless experience

### Motor #4
Adjusts head support and placement.

### Motor #5
Provides customizable lumbar support.

---

* See Customize Chart for Dimension limits
Sizes may vary depending on fabric, filling material, upholstery and carpet thickness. All measurements taken on concrete floor using levels and metal rulers.